PORTRAITS by Karen Nell McKean
Biography:

Karen Nell McKean was born in Chicago in 1948
and currently lives in Oregon Wisconsin. She is a lifelong artist
who was considered a child prodigy in the Chicago area winning
many competitions and selling paintings at considerable prices
before the age of 13. One of these early works is on permanent
display in the Boy Scout Hall of Fame in Pennsylvania. She was
an owner and founding member of the Ovens of Brittany
restaurant group in Madison, WI. During her adult life she did
not pursue art as a full time career, but kept her skills fresh
by doing some professional paintings and works for friends and
charity. Among these were 4 large mural size oil paintings that
were on public display at the Ovens of Brittany restaurant on
Monroe Street. In 2009 she completed a commission of three
large oil paintings for Epic Systems Software in Verona. These
can be viewed during the summer months in the Black Dragon
Dining Room at Epic.

Artist Statement: My two dimensional medium is oil
painting. The beauty of nature provides the inspiration for my
paintings, thus my work tends to be representational. My
interests, styles and abilities are rather wide ranging from
impressionistic to almost photorealism. I like to paint
interpretive landscapes often adding some figurative elements.
I also enjoy painting horses, animals and portraits. My
paintings feature qualities of brightness and light effects. I
have often been called a colorist. I do believe that good art
pays homage to beauty and expresses skill. I hope my art
makes people smile, feel uplifted and inspired. For me, making
art is an expression of my soul and a way of expressing
admiration to the exquisiteness of the Creation.

I am offering personal oil portraits of yourself,
family or pets according to your specifications. They
are perfect gifts and serve as a lasting memory.

Prices for portraits of one subject. (add $50 for
each additional subject/figure
8x10 $90, 11x14 $190, 16x20 $325 18x24 $390,

22x34 $555, 30x40 $700
Prices do not include frames.
I can make modifications to your subject photo such as
create a different background, reposition the subject or
even take more than one photo and combine them into
one painting etc.

Valentino: Oil on Canvas, 16x20
Pet portrait commissioned as a gift to
memorialize the life of a beloved pet.

Topaz:

Oil on Canvas, 16x20

Tasha: Oil on Canvas, 16x20

Contact: Karen Nell McKean, karendreamrider@gmail.com, 608-320-4520
Visit web site: www.thedreamstudio.org for more information. Please contact me with questions.

